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I did attempt to send this last night from my email on my phone, but it does not appear to have sent so please excuse me if you have already received this as I will now attempt to send it from my wife’s phone.
One of our biggest concerns about this project is the potential to change our water run off during heavy rainfalls here in the shawnee meadows subdivision. (NE corner of the project, between the project and the river.) We already get over run with water draining towards the river during heavy rainfalls several times a year. This water backs up on our road causing
flooding to the point that we are sometimes stranded in our driveway, in fear of causing damage to our vehicles were we to attempt to leave. As I stated this happens several times a year, at times when the water is calmer I have waded approximately knee deep on odema. I have included pictures of Odema drive, the first two being taken in March 2021, the third
from May of 2021. I hope these photos will give the siting board some idea as to the severity of the water runoff issues our neighborhood is already experiencing, and illustrate the seriousness of our concerns. My wife and I’s biggest fear concerning this project is that more runoff will be sent faster toward the river, backing our runoff up even more. The water
which backs up in our neighborhood is draining into the same ditch which borders the northern end of the project. We recently had to invest nearly forty thousand dollars into our home due to water related issues caused by this problem. (Drainage tile around our home, repairs to our crawlspace due to flooding.) I do not know how legitimate our concerns are but
again feel if there is ANY increase in speed or volume of drainage from the west, ANY additional burden on our sewer system could be catastrophic to many of our neighborhood homes, including our own. Thank you for taking our concerns into consideration.  (Please note the white two story In the third picture behind my property as their yard is completely under
water.)

Devin and Beth Swygart
3923 Odema drive, Lima OH, 45806
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